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Abstract
The article reviews the problems of using an electronic document (i.e. legally significant computer information) as a
necessary tool for building a digital economy. This problem becomes of special importance in terms of implementation
of distributed computing in the interests of modern technologies, including Big Data, Artificial Intelligence,
Blockchain, Industry 4.0, Industrial Internet of Things, Virtual and Augmented Reality technologies, etc. The authors
show that in case of development and adoption of the Law "On Electronic Document", we can link the concepts of
"Electronic Document" and "Data Message", and can identify several categories of Computer Information (Electronic
data interchange) having a significance: specified Computer data, traffic data, stored Computer data, traffic data,
content data.
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1. Introduction
At present time as necessary condition for the creation of innovative development of the Russian market of products
and services we must address the problem of transition to advanced Digital technologies and the creation of systems for
processing large volumes of data, machine learning and artificial intelligence 0.
The purpose of the State Policy of the Russian Federation is to create an ecosystem of the Digital economy, in which
data in Digital form is a key factor of production in all spheres of socio-economic activity 0. As the main tool for
solving these problems are considered end-to-end digital technologies, including Big Data, Neural Networks and
Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, Quantum Computing, new production technologies, Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT), Robotics, Sensor and Wireless Communication Technologies, Virtual and Augmented reality technologies.
According to some experts: “The growing role of the Internet of Things (IoT) concept is proved by its application in the
number of areas such as the development of smart cities, the management of energy resources and networks, mobility,
transport, logistics, etc.” [3, 4]. The peculiarity of Digital Technology is the possibility of unlimited increase in
productivity through scaling. At the same time, the work is dynamically and automatically distributed to different
machines of the system for parallel processing of Information by a complex of network machines.
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At the same time, the user has no idea on what machine and to what extent the Information processing activities are
carried out [5, 6, 7]. The use of Digital Technology is based on the property of Information to be freely transferred
among the participants of Information relations, which creates the need to give information some degree of
organization, allowing to take into account, identify, and perform other orderly actions with respect to Information.
Information loses its integrity when processed in a distributed system and the question arises of the legal regulation of
Information relations within the framework of taking into account the problems of decision-making under uncertainty
[8].
The modern practical approach to Electronic Document emphasizes its component as a Documented Information
suitable for human perception with the use of electronic Computers, leaving without attention its presentation in a form
suitable for transmission over Information and telecommunication networks and for processing in Information systems.
2. Statement of the problem
In accordance with Law "On Information, Information Technology and Information Protection" (hereinafter: "The
Law "On Information") [23], an Electronic Document is a Documented Information provided in electronic form, i.e. in
a form suitable for the:
•
•
•

Human perception, when using computers
Transmission over information and telecommunication networks
Processing in information systems.

As an Electronic Document, first of all, files containing text, graphic, audio-visual (multimedia) information are
considered. This point of view is not entirely correct, since a significant amount of Computer Information is contained
precisely outside the contents of the files.
It should be taken into account that the Electronic Document as Computer Information can be presented at several
levels: physical (on a physical medium and in the process of interaction with the carrier); logical; syntactic; semantic;
pragmatic [52].
The Electronic Document as a form of Information submission should be correlated with the norms of civil Law,
which define oral and written forms of transactions. At the same time, par. 2 of article 160 of the Civil Code establishes
that the use of an Electronic Signature or other analogue of a handwritten signature in transactions is allowed in cases
and in the manner provided by Law, other legal acts or agreement of the parties. Par. 2 art. 434 the Civil Code of the
Russian Federation establishes that a contract in writing can be concluded by exchanging Documents by mail,
Telegraph, teletype, telephone, electronic or other communication, which allows to establish reliably that the Document
comes from the party to the contract [9].
The Resolution of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the USSR of April 3, 1987 № 3 (now no longer valid)
determined that: "On strict compliance with the procedural legislation in the administration of justice in civil cases"
determined that, if necessary, the court may be accepted as written evidence Documents obtained using electronic
Computer Technology, which materials are evaluated in conjunction with other evidence" [10].
The Supreme Arbitration Court of the Russian Federation assessed the evidence produced and signed with the help
of electronic Computer Technology, which uses a system of Digital (electronic) signature [11].
There are two points of view that determine the place and role of an Electronic Document related to the possibility
of applying the legislation by analogy:
The possibility of applying the analogy of the Law in determining the place and role of an Electronic Document was
expressed: Chechot D., who claimed that "the specific features of the Information carrier suggest specific ways of its
reproduction, i.e. if the Document on a conventional medium can be perceived in the usual way (directly read), then"
the technical medium in many cases requires decoding» [12], Tikhinya V. considered magnetic records as material
evidence [13], Tkachev A. believed that " ... Computer Documents are already widely and effectively used in a variety
of legal relations as Documents, ... the legislative definition of the Document-proof allows to regulate the technical and
technological features of these Documents», ets. [14, 15].
The opposite point of view was expressed: Treushnikov M., who pointed out that "the reproduction of Information
stored on magnetic media requires methods different from written and material evidence" [16]; Bonner A.: "machine
Documents can hardly be automatically attributed to the traditional written and other modern means of recording
Information and physical evidence, as they and other modern procedural media: videos, photos, movies, etc., possess
significant characteristics, which should be reflected in both the material and procedural legislation." [17]; Karas I.:
"new ways of fixing Information in the Computer memory" allow to raise the question of the separation of records in
the Computer memory in a new class of Information and computational evidence." [18]. Baturin Yu. included
Electronic Documents in a separate kind of "Documentary and Computer evidence" [19], Prokhorov A. offered to
provide magnetic recording independent means of proof [22]. This problem is of particular importance in cross-border
data transmission [20, 21].
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In terms of building a Digital economy, the problem of determining the status of an Electronic Document that allows to:
• Identify material carriers containing Documented Information as a expressed subject form of Documented
Information
• Develop a set of measures aimed at the perception, use of Information, transfer and provision of Information in the
course of interaction of various subsystems in the storage, processing and production of Information; in relation to
an Electronic Document as a Documented Information
• Formulate requirements for the composition of the details of Documents and forms of Documents
• Develop rules for the organization of Document flow, creation, provision, storage and accounting of media
3. Computer Information as an Object of Legal Regulation
According to the provisions of the Law "On Information”, the Information is defined as knowledge (messages,
data), regardless of the form of their presentation [23]. The legal definition reflects the need for the relationship of
Information as a phenomenon of the material world with the problems of its knowledge, i.e. the definition, transmission,
preservation of properties, parameters and characteristics of Objects, phenomena and processes, when the concept of
Information, its characteristics and properties comes to the fore. Actually, this point of view is interfaced with the
scientific perception of Information as a result of reflection, when carried out "the process and the result of the impact
of one material system on another, which is a reproduction in a different form features (features, sides, structure) of one
system in features (features, structure) of another system" [24]. The reflection is related to the philosophical categories
of matter, movement, space, time, energy and field.
The formation of an approach to Information as a result of reflection should be associated with the need to obtain
results from the practical use of knowledge about Information.
For the first time about the theory of Information referred to in the late 40-ies of the XX century in the work of C.
Shannon [25], however, by the mid 50-ies scientists began to distinguish between the quantity and quality of
Information [26], then, began to highlight the mathematical, semantic [27] and pragmatic [28, 29] approaches, which
allowed to distinguish approaches to Information as a phenomenal characteristic of the properties of matter.
In the middle of the last century, the question of the material essence of Information was devoted to a significant
number of works of scientists of various branches of knowledge, including scientists-philosophers [30-36]. At the same
time, it was assumed that the concept of "energy" was added to the two main forms of reality (Matter and field) as
natural science developed. Next, Wiener N. proposed to consider the basis of all existing as the unity of Matter and
field, on the one hand, Information — on the other, and energy — on the third.
Referring to the statement of N. Wiener that “…Information is Information, not Matter and not energy…”, should be
borne in mind that he further pointed out: "that materialism, which does not recognize this, can not be viable at the
present time" [37]. Thus, the basis of Information relations is the material essence of Information.
In modern science, the content of Matter is understood as the unity of matter, field and plasma generated by vacuum
fluctuations. In addition, the concept of Matter includes the Information aspect of the existence of all material systems,
which expresses the order of things and phenomena in the material world [38].
Linking Information with reflection highlights the direct and indirect types of reflections. Direct reflection is all
forms of contact reflection - changes in position, structure, shape, contour, magnitude and other parameters of the
reflecting Object under its influence with the reflected Object. Indirect reflection occurs when there is no direct contact
between the reflected and reflective Objects, reflection is mediated through the transmission medium of reflection.
Thus, the activity of providing Information about the Object, Matter or Phenomenon is a physical activity to find,
record and analyse changes in the world that have occurred as a result of the interaction of material Objects, based on
the following principles:
• Any Phenomenon of the material world can be individually defined and must have a stable structure
• The set of represented reflections of the properties of the Phenomenon of the material world also includes the
relationship between the reflected Object and the environment
• Information about the Object, Matter or Phenomenon is a practical activity to display the stable properties of
Objects
• Information about the Object, Matter or Phenomenon arises as a result of interaction with the environment and
characterizes the set of changes made to the environment.
When the relationship between the Information and its material carrier properties of each of them vary greatly
recording of the results can be done by Documenting the Information, and the most developed methods of
Documentation with proper details only on paper. At the same time, both the details and the content of the Document
record not only the actual Information about the changes in the surrounding world that are of interest to us, but also the
process of obtaining and recording it, which leads us to the concept of Documented Information. In this regard, it is
reasonable to include in the legislation the concept of "Document", which means a material carrier with fixed on it in
any form of Information in the form of text, sound, images and (or) their combination, which has details that allow its
identification, and is intended for transmission in time and space for public use and storage [48].
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Thus the Documented Information is understood as the Information recorded on the material carrier by
Documenting with the details allowing to define such Information or in the cases established by the legislation of the
Russian Federation its material carrier [23];
The result of Documenting the Information is a number of clearly expressed legal consequences, which include:
•
•

•
•
•
•

The expressed subject form of the Documented Information allowing to realize the property right and other real
rights to the material carriers containing the Documented Information
The possibility of making an ordered action against the Documented Information,- the perception, use of
Information, communication and provision of Information during the interaction of the various subsystems in
storage, processing and extraction of Information
The presence of certain rules of Document management, creation, provision, storage and accounting of media
The greatest effectiveness of legal, organizational and technical protection measures aimed at ensuring the
protection of Information
The ability to formulate requirements for the composition of the details of Documents and forms of Documents
Availability of requirements for the characteristics of Document management systems, including reliability,
integrity, complexity and consistency.

By the physical nature of the medium it is possible to classify the Documented Information as Information on the
classical material medium, the attribute of which is the possibility of perception of the specified Information without
special technical means; and the Documented Information in the form of an Electronic Document.
Currently, the concepts of "Electronic Document Exchange" and "Electronic Document" are widely spread in the
regulations. Some experts are of the opinion that the legal regulation of an Electronic Document Exchange is carried out
in full by a significant number of regulations. Indeed, the sample in the legal system "Consultant plus" gives more than
a thousand regulations, one way or another related to Electronic Document Exchange.
The foreign experience of legal regulation in this sphere is of interest. Thus, in the US, the legal status of an
electronic document is revealed through the prism of admissible evidence.
Initially, the U.S. judicial system imposed extremely high requirements on an electronic document submitted as
evidence. There are facts that the us courts initially imposed increased requirements on electronic documents (in
addition to General evidentiary requirements), including the indication of the original source of the computer program
with which they were obtained, the procedures under which the information was entered, as well as the results of tests
confirming the accuracy and reliability of electronic devices [39].
Currently, the legal status of an electronic document is regulated by a number of regulations, including the USA
Patriot act, Federal rules of criminal procedure and Federal rules of evidence, court precedents.
In regard to the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, it should be borne in mind that the electronic documents as
evidence are divided into direct (non-hearsay), indirect (hearsay), and combine the properties of both.
The direct evidence includes those that are generated by a computer without human subdivided into two categories,
namely: Computer-generated records and Computer-stored records.
There is also quite a reasonable view on the allocation of the third category, which includes a combination of two of
these [40].
Besides, classification of electronic documents is determined by the form of presentation of the fact that there are
two formats of electronic information: hard copy (hard or hard copy) and machine readable format (machine-readable
copy).
The shape of the proof electronic documents are divided [41-43]:
•
•
•
•
•

Raw data (source data) including data entered by the person and related documents in general
Databases
Codes necessary to interpret computer information (codes needed to decrypt the e-information)
Commercial software
Computer systems, which are defined as computers, servers, local area networks, magnetic media of various kinds.

The U.S. experience in the form of an electronic document as evidence of procedural shows that Federal Rules of
evidence require the provision of information in a usable form. In many cases such recognized hardcopy-print file
contents on the paper. However, the rule does not contain any provision prohibiting or restricting the use of the second
format. Sets a number of precedents that, under certain circumstances, hard copy can not be recognized as "fitness for
use" and requires parties to provide data in machine-readable format; in the form of punched cards, magnetic tapes,
floppy disks, CD; ROMs, zipp; drive or directly to your hard drive [44]. Similar measures to determine the legal status
of electronic documents are being taken in the UK [45], India [46], China and a number of other countries.
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A similar approach is taken by the European Convention on cybercrime [47], under which the procedural law should
include measures to improve:
•
•
•
•

Expedited preservation of stored computer data (Article 16)
Expedited preservation and partial disclosure of traffic data (Article 17)
Production order (Article 18)
Real-time collection of traffic data and search and seizure of stored computer data (Articles 19, 20).

4. Relationship between the concepts of "Electronic Document" and " Electronic Signature”
When determining the legal status of an Electronic Document, the main attention is paid to the Federal Law No. 63FZ "On Electronic Signature", which defined Information in electronic form attached to other Information in electronic
form (signed Information) or otherwise connected with such Information and which is used to determine the person
signing the Information [49].
Thus, an Electronic Document in the sense of this Law means Information in a form suitable for processing, storage
and transmission using electronic means of communication.
The Law establishes only one type of Electronic Signature developed on the basis of asymmetric cryptographic
transformation and does not provide for the possibility of using other analogues of a handwritten signature. The Law
also establishes a fairly complex procedure for the use of Electronic Digital Signatures, regulates in detail the procedure
for confirming the authenticity of Electronic Signatures in public and corporate Information systems. Thus, if the
Electronic Signature and the text of the Document are accepted as such, the public key of the Electronic Signature is
subject to confirmation: either the parties accept it as an original on the basis of an additional agreement, or use a third
independent party (certification center), which under its responsibility confirms the ownership of the public key to a
particular person by issuing a certificate.
In its present form, the concept of an Electronic Signature is identical to that of the UNCITRAL Model Law “On
Electronic Signature” [50]. These provisions are developed in the Model Law "On Electronic Digital Signature"
adopted in St. Petersburg on 09.12.2000 by Resolution 16-10 at the 16th plenary session of the inter-parliamentary
Assembly of the CIS member States [51].
A feature of the Russian Law № 63-FZ "On Electronic Signature" is the fact that the Law distinguishes between a
simple and enhanced Electronic Signature. Reinforced is divided into unskilled and qualified. The main emphasis is not
on the recognition of the equivalence of an Electronic Document and a paper Document, but on the definition of the
conditions of equivalence of an Electronic Document (only signed by an Electronic Signature) to a paper Document
[49].
Thus, the final refusal to introduce into the legal space of a transaction in electronic form as a third form of
transactions, along with oral and written forms, is fixed. The Law stipulates that only if certain criteria for Electronic
Signature are present, an Electronic Document with such signature is recognized as equivalent to a paper Document
with a handwritten signature.
Information, signed by the strengthened qualified Digital signature, admits equivalent to the Document on paper,
except when Federal Law or adopted in accordance with them normative legal acts established the requirement for a
Document solely on paper.
Information signed with a strengthened unqualified Electronic Signature is recognized as equivalent in the cases
established by Federal Laws, adopted in accordance with their regulatory legal acts or an agreement between the
participants of electronic interaction, providing for the procedure for verification of Electronic Signature.
5. Conclusion
The existing approach in the Russian Federation, in which an Electronic Document can be equated to a paper
Document under the condition of using an Electronic Signature, has a number of disadvantages:
•

•
•
•

Normative Legal Acts or an agreement between the participants of electronic interaction shall provide rules for the
definition of the person signing an Electronic Document by its simple Electronic Signature and the obligation of the
person creating and (or) using the key of a simple Electronic Signature to observe its confidentiality
It is the responsibility of the Information system operator to establish rules for the use of a simple Electronic
Signature key
There is no possibility of formal reference to an Electronic Document, but only to the equivalence of a paper
Document under certain conditions
This circumstance is a significant concession to a number of participants of business turnover, who believe that
Electronic Documents are only text documents "made with the help of Computers".
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Herewith the concept of "Electronic Document” does not relate to the items “Certified Records Generated by an
Electronic Process or System” or “Certified Data Copied from an Electronic Device, Storage Medium, or File” which
are used in the U.S. Federal Rules of Evidence. Thus, an Electronic Document in the sense of this Law means
Information in a form suitable for processing, storage and transmission using electronic means of communication.
As a prospective solution to the problem could be the development and adoption of the Law "On Electronic
Document", postulating the provision of the Model Law “On Electronic Commerce” by the UN Commission on
International Trade Law stating that “Information shall not be denied legal effect, validity or enforceability solely on the
grounds that it is in the form of a data message. Data message means Information generated, sent, received or stored by
electronic, optical or similar means including, but not limited to, electronic data interchange (the electronic transfer
from Computer to Computer of Information using an agreed standard to structure the Information), electronic mail,
telegram, telex or telecopy”.
Linking the concepts of "Electronic Document" and "Data Message", one can identify several categories of
Computer Information (Electronic data interchange) having significant legal significance: specified Computer data,
traffic data, stored Computer data, traffic data, content data.
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